WANTS TO COME
next yr

WON'T TELL ANYONE

5诗 of other
day

Day Justin [illegible]

of summer, [illegible]
To all whom it may concern,

- Missing
  - Would be a 1 yr, 10 semesters

- 1950 LF

- 70 B A Thd

- SBA Program
  - 18
  - 65, 615
  - (Comm A)
  - 1950 615

- Even of subject / is

7/18/02

+ LNF 00 FUB YR - MBB 84
  - No DNY OF 84 - NOT FOR
  - Maybe next yr

THE CITADEL 000083
(FOIA 2011)
3/3/07

Transcript on file only
to admissions

Not able to read transcript.
What happens now? Is it now

Yes, will be copied.

Date of the message is: 5/17/07.
I think this is from Ross, would do whatever wanted to as (Ross/COU9810)

Was not involved if (Ross)

- Sno -  don't you but around

Very smart, very involved

Nice guy, probably

Nice guy, hard

Yeah, ooh
NEVER a Summer Camp
Low w/ Boots
Wore from 1987-2002

- Ripped in waist, cut off in rear

Kiss = Necessary Procedure

2002, doesn't fit from 4pm
- Only worn after school

- PRAY TO REMEMBER EVERY
  - Union Times and Prime Mover, etc.

- Pray for 2 summers
  - 1st 40
  - 2nd 50

- No shoes w/sleeve
Low all then correct

- DEPARTMENT
- FOREST 3rd D.U. on fire. P.O.S. G Ram
- Mom was listed
- 23 appears on 5th
- (hand written) Follow up -47 (Rum)
- Do not write Follow up 62

- Slip was asked to leave. Follow up-12
  I know won't look

- No uobis was not underestimated

Was asked to blame
You underestimated on unagers

- Was William from RC
- Moore and Campbell-005

- 06-2003 - 5000 started as new 400
  - John 5C of 3,000 yrs

- Only 700 left. Followed money
  was on SL room.

- Slip on 1st floor. PA. 6000 400
FOREVER
WATER WITH 55 CONSTRUCTION
TANKERS WENT OUT
OR POSS

SILH 1/15 2
WTC CONSTRUCTION
WTC 1/12 101 WTC 1
ON REACTING

2002 - COMMUNITY PM - N/A

1/15 PM 101 WTC 1
- WTC 355 WTC

1/15 PM 2003
- WTC 355 P SC 2003

OF PMW 101 WTC 101 WTC
- WTC 355 P SC 2003

SOME IMAGES COULD COULD
AGENT ON W3 PMW
11/31/07
9:02 PM

- Sex - NP or SD
- 02 05 03 1975

- Would have "underboss sessions"
- Would have 1800s waiter
- Porno & 1800s mistresses
- Would need some on

- 9:00 MB once
- Other people in room talk

Sex was 11:00 or 11:30

Woke up with my suite

Never heard of anything else.
Remember Carter Hulse.

Never did anyone tell today we'll mourn.

With more than we've seen, more than 1 year.
Never any other survivors involved.
151 TMM 4 Camp = 155 Session 2000
- 000 -

4/23/07

Mike's Notes

151 TMM 4 Camp = 155 Session 2000

TMM 7478 4

TMM 688 4

TMM 688 Session

TMM 688 Session 2000

TMM 688 Session 2001

Sup to TMM Counsellors would
TMM showers 41 TMM

151 TMM Pool. 4 TMM 7478 - TMM 7478
1st Time MC & Sr. Courses.

Win MC & AWDD Session (Pine 42)

KEL - FOOF

Get 5400. Be on where 1340 is to have answers.

LOS of Factions

ULB on Session

FB on 522

ROOM MORE = SESSION

1st Try 9-10-08 (9-398)
LOAD WORR BUTH DEHER

MY OWN WOR SE BOYS

GOOD ON "ME"

AHO ME

OK

SIGNS ON COLOR

FILES OF NOTES/LOSYS

DINOSAURS

UMB PROMISE PR ZEBRA

THER 100M 15/65/15 WW 255 0135

19UB 150 0 0 0 0 0 0
- Weekend, push out room +Mississippi.

- Encouraged to join.

- Need opens to continue.

1st Night - only shared food +BYOB.

2nd Night - will

- Work away, order lunch.

- She said wanted them to stay overnight.

- Showing room one after the other.

- Show and mandatory Mode.

- Picked up keys & showed.

- Mess: X.
23 Apr 07, 15:45

Son came around 8 yrs old

Counselor for couple

Yes, they said did not want
to come back

Today - told Father had

Problems at Citadel

Summer Camp

Met Gen River 2005
c/o CO at his retirement

Son been on drugs

One more kid

Arrived when son was